
A former court entertainer intent on becoming a successful merchant had enrolled in The 
Academy of Yen Tzu, sponsored by his Duke, on the condition that upon graduation the 
former entertainer would apply his new skills in the business dealings of the Duke, 
including making presentations, which the Duke himself would never do. 

During an evening when the students were relaxing the entertainer began 
to juggle first one, then two, then three, then four and then five balls in 
the air.

‘What skill you have,’ exclaimed Yen Tzu as he passed through the 
recreation hall. ‘What special way have you learned to do such a thing?’

‘ I h a v e a w a y, ’ re p l i e d t h e 
entertainer. ‘For the first five or six 
months I first practice with two balls, 
then when I have mastered juggling 
them  without concentration I 
introduce a third ball. Then when can 
I do the same with the three as I did 
with the two, without thinking about 
it then I know I am  prepared to 
introduce a fourth, Then I do the 

same operation for every other ball I introduce, until I can present the balls into the air 
as I intend and please my audience.’
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Yen Tzu turned to the surrounding students and said, ‘See how a Man’s spirit 
concentrated through disciplined perseverance keeps his will undivided. Such power of 
constancy makes even the impossible look easy! Our courtly friend here has come to 
study how to present to an audience yet we can learn from  him. For we are all capable of 
persisting. Each of us has displayed our natural ability to steadfastly persist when taking 
our first step. Learning to walk takes courage, determination, self-discipline and 
perseverance. Yet for too many these natural attributes begin to disappear from lack of 
use. The ‘do I have to’ and ‘can’t someone else do that’ syndrome is soon born, 
strengthened by the appeasement of others. 

‘Winners are people who work at doing things that the majority of people are not willing 
to do. Not being willing to do something, does not mean not being able to do something. 
Every day there are incredible success stories of individuals who, seemingly unable to be 
or do, because of disability, adversity, or poverty, overcome all. They win through 
because their willingness has developed the discipline and persistence to do so.’

‘I have a question,’ asked a student. ‘I can accept we can practice and prepare for a party 
trick, because it is the same trick, requiring the same practiced skill, despite the audience. 
But how can we always be in command of practiced skill for every audience – that all 
demand differing approaches?’

‘A good question and one that I will answer with a story: 

‘A travelling man heavily shrouded from the bad early evening weather walked 
unexpectedly from a forest onto the path and startled a horse that was pulling a fine 
carriage behind it.

‘Ho there,’ shouted the driver, struggling to regain control of his horse. ‘What devil does 
such a thing! What do you think you are doing suddenly appearing like that?

‘I am no devil,’ responded the shrouded man, ‘moreover, if there were a demon, then it is 
in your own hand, creating a rein of terror upon unsuspecting travelers.’ 

‘You are either a sage or a simpleton, speaking as you do, said the cart driver. ‘The 
former, I’ll wager, for any fool can see that this powerful horse has been finely trained 
and is well harnessed.’
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‘The traveler removed his shroud before commenting: ‘Of what good is the strength of a 
horse and the control of a harness, if the direction of the will guiding the driver’s hand is 
elsewhere? It is clear that you are on this road against your will.’

‘What nonsense do you speak of?’ retorted the carriage driver, wondering how this 
travelling sage had hit upon the truth with his last remark. ‘Explain yourself, or you’ll 
feel the lash of more than my tongue!’

‘The fine carriage in which you sit can be likened to the body; the powerful horse to your 
feelings and desires; you, as driver, are like the mind; and your will is the master of them 
all. Will is the development of a wish, the command that turns a wish into action. It is 
clear that you have no wish to travel wherever you now go, because your will was not 
ready for the unexpected. The unexpected is the test of true constancy, Man’s self-
governing key. You did not wish this trip, so, your will lacked the tenacity, steadfastness, 
stability and fortitude that a road such as this demands. A resolute will has power, control 
and direction working together. When man lacks this unity, his lack of will is plain for all 
to see, no matter how he may disguise it.’ 

‘In truth, I have no desire to make this trip,’ said the driver. ‘But the will of my master is 
such that I have no choice, though in my heart I know misfortune will come of the 
business I am ordered to do.’

‘It is indeed far easier to train a wild beast than educate one’s own will to perform, 
because of Man’s uncertainty as to what he really wants and his unpreparedness when 
doing what he does not want to do.

‘The reason that one person succeeds to every ten that fail in business is because the 
factors that are necessary for the development of an indomitable will are not recognised, 
understood or applied. The person who lacks money may miss out on certain things in 
life, but the person who lacks willpower to prepare himself for what is required of him 
misses everything in life. 
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‘There is inevitably more chance of falling than of rising in life. Few devote their 
attention to the cultivation of will, and since we have not been taught how to use it, most 
of us do not know how. Consequently, we float along where the current of the will of 
others takes us, our own submerged, or drowned, from lack of use.
 
‘A weak-will won’t get you far if it is not properly directed; a strong-will that is not under 
control is like a horse without a harness, powerful but unfit for pulling. And the strong-
will that lacks proper direction is like the carriage horse reined by a half-hearted driver.’

‘So it is preparation coupled with a determined will,’ said the student. ‘When your heart 
is not in something you cannot present so effectively as when your heart is in something.’

‘True,’ said Yen Tzu. ‘But remember that the story also shared that dealing with the 
unexpected is the test of true constancy, Man’s self-governing key. To deal with all things 
unexpected we must be confident in our preparation – our preparation for what we are to 
deliver that will make us shine. Like our courtly friend his skill has come from hours of 
preparation, so much so that, despite his audience, he is confident to perform in front of 
any audience to the best of his ability. 

‘Having determination for something is of no use on its own. Neither is perseverance, nor 
personal drive. These concepts are not the keys to bring what we want into reality. The 
cries of, ‘I really gave it everything I had’ or ‘Even after persevering for ages, nothing 
happened’ and ‘Never mind, you did the best you could have done’, may all have the 
determination, perseverance and personal drive behind them. But there is still something 
lacking from the state of mind necessary to bring about what is wanted. That key factor is 
for us to be willing to do whatever is necessary.

‘Whenever a person resolutely determines something and is truly willing to do what is 
necessary, regardless of obstacles, the indomitable-will becomes active. Whatever is 
asked in such a way is received, for absolutely nothing can resist such a will. How much 
something feels right to you is in direct proportion to how willing you will feel about 
working towards it. Whenever you feel unwilling about what you think is right for you, it 
is a clear indication that it is not.

‘Being willing to work eight hours a day on achieving something that requires a 
willingness of eighteen hours a day, for example, is not about doing what it takes. But the 
amazing thing about willingness is that holding the thought is usually enough. 
Paradoxically, it does not require greater effort, for the power of will is such that, if one 
has sufficient willingness, one can prepare, present and deliver anything one wants.’ 
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